The mathematical modeling of systems often requires the use of both nonlinear and discrete components. Problems involving both discrete and nonlinear components are known as mixed-integer nonlinear programs (MINLPs) and are among the most challenging computational optimization problems. This research project added to the understanding of this area by making a number of fundamental advances. First, the work demonstrated many novel, strong, tractable relaxations designed to deal with non-convexities arising in mathematical formulation. Second, the research implemented the ideas in software that is available to the public. Finally, the work demonstrated the importance of these ideas on practical applications and disseminated the work through scholarly journals, survey publications, and conference presentations.
Comparison of Goals/Objectives
The primary goal of this work was to make strides in the practical ability of software to be able to solve optimization problems involving both nonlinear and discrete components. In pursuing this goal, we aimed to correct the mismatch between natural optimization models and available robust optimization software. Our work under this research project has made significant progress towards achiving this goal. In Table 1 is the original proposed work plan, along with the initials of the PIs originally tasked with leading developments in each area. The work turned out to be much more collaborative than expressed in the table, with PIs making significant contributions on areas not originally assigned as their primary responsibility. Further, as is often they case in exploratory research, the exact direction of the work is being driven by the discoveries made. In Section 4, our progress on these areas are described in more detail, as well as advances made in ths areas of computations and software. 
Summary of Project Activities
In this multi-year project, we considered
• Analytical descriptions of the convex hull of a bounded bilinear term;
• Characterization and approximability results for multilinear sets;
• Approximate extended formulations for the convex hull of multilinear sets, and the implementation of these ideas in the software package MINOTAUR;
• Characterization of the convex hull of some practically important nonconvex sets;
• Demonstration of the effectiveness of the perspective reformulation for solving convex, separable MINLP instances.
• Extending the strength of the perspective reformulation to nonseparable quadratic forms with variable upper bounds. (Many of the new inequalities were obtained via lifting);
• Extensions of linearization-based algorithms to solve MINLPs that have a convex continuous relaxation which is not necessarily defined by convex functions; and
• Production of survey articles describing the modern methods and challenges for solving MINLP.
In the following, we provide more details and citations for discoveries and contributions cenetered around these activities.
Convex Envelopes
We have worked to characterize convex envelopes of nonconvex functions (or the convex hull of nonconvex sets). Our achievements in this area include the following:
1. Characterization of the convex hull of the set
In the case that z ≤ x y and u z ≥ u x u y , the convex hull is polyhedral, and given by the McCormick relaxation conv(T ) = M(T ). Otherwise, the convex hull is not a polyhedron. This work is the first to derive an analytical expression for conv(T ) [5] .
2. Investigation of the impact of convex envelope composition on the strength of the resulting convex relaxation. For a quadrilinear function x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 , the two groupings ((x 1 x 2 )x 3 )x 4 and (x 1 x 2 x 3 )x 4 result in two different convex relaxations. In [3] , we establish that the first composition results in a stronger relaxation and provide empirical evidence to that fact as well.
3. Characterization and approximability results for the convex hull of sums of multilinear terms. In particular, for the set
where φ i (x) = j∈J i a ij k∈K ij x k is a multilinear function, and
There is an exponentially-sized extended formulation for conv(X). The McCormick relaxation M(X) has the advantage of being polynomially-sized, but may be significantly weaker than the convex hull relaxation. The containment relationship X ⊆ conv(X) ⊆ M(X) exists, but a fundamental question of importance to algorithm designers is to know the relative strength of the relaxations. In some special cases, we are able to establish analytic bounds on the ratio of the strength of the two relaxations, conv(X) and M(X). To our knowledge, these are the first approximation-ratio results for the strength of relaxations of global optimization problems. The results lend insight into the design of practical (non-exponentially sized) relaxations R(X) that are nearly as strong as conv(X) but which are closer in size to M(X) [19] .
Extended Formulations Note that this work overlaps with the Convex Envelopes thrust of our research project. In computation, we plan to exploit aggregated extended formulations to achieve a combination of tightness and tractability. The primary computataional work to date was done as a proof of concept in the Ph.D. thesis of Namazifar [20] . The ideas have since been implemented in our open-source software package MINOTAUR, and a description of this work was given in the presentation [18] .
Lifting Lifting a means through which strong inequalities for the convex hull of feasible solutions can be obtained. We considered the epigraph of a nonseparable quadratic function with variable upper bounds on the variables:
The set Y appears in applications such as portfolio management, data mining, and sparse optimization, so we are interested in obtaining a good approximation to conv(Y ). Lifting was a key idea that helped us derive some new results for this important set.
1. We have shown that through a combination of variable transformation, restriction, convexification, and lifting, new, surprisingly-useful valid inequalities can be derived [14] .
2. We demonstrate that valid inequalities for this set can be obtained by lifting inequalities for a related set without binary variables (QPB), introduced in [8] . In [10] , we close a theoretical gap in the knowledge about the set (QPB), and we characterize the strength of different classes of lifted QPB inequalities. We show that one class, lifted-posdiag-QPB inequalities, capture no new information from the binary indicators. However, we demonstrate the importance of the other class, called lifted-concave-QPB inequalities. We show that all lifted-concave-QPB inequalities define the relevant convex hull for the case of convex quadratic programming with indicator variables. Second, we show that perspective inequalities are a special case of lifted-concave-QPB inequalities, and we further show that adding the perspective constraints to a semidefinite programming relaxation of convex quadratic programs with binary indicators results in a problem whose bound is equivalent to the recent optimal diagonal splitting approach of Zheng et al. [23] . Finally, we show the separation problem for liftedconcave-QPB inequalities is tractable if the number of binary variables involved in the inequality is small.
MINLP Presolve/Strong Relaxations
In [11] , we studied mixed integer nonlinear programs (MINLP)s that are driven by a collection of indicator variables where each indicator variable controls a subset of the decision variables. An indicator variable, when it is "turned off", forces some of the decision variables to assume fixed values, and, when it is "turned on", forces them to belong to a convex set. Many practical MINLPs contain integer variables of this type. We give an explicit characterization of the convex hull of the union of a point and a bounded convex set defined by analytic functions. This gives rise to a novel strong reformulation technique that we called the perspective reformulation. Further, we show that for many classes of problems, the perspective reformulation can be expressed via conic quadratic constraints, and thus relaxations can be solved via second-order cone programming. Bound tightening is an important component of algorithms for solving nonconvex Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programs. A probing algorithm is a bound-tightening procedure that explores the consequences of restricting a variable to a subinterval with the goal of tightening its bounds. In [21], we propose a variant of probing where exploration is based on iteratively applying a truncated Branch-and-Bound algorithm. As this approach is computationally expensive, we use a machine-learning based classifiers to infer whether or not the probing algorithm should be employed.
New Linearization-based Algorithms Existing linearization-based algorithms assume the constraints of a MINLP are of the form g j (x) ≤ 0, where g j is a convex function. This prevents their application to problems in which the convex relaxation is convex, but the functions g j (x) defining the constraints are not convex. This situation occurs, for example, if g j (x) is a quasiconvex function. In [13] , we derive two linearization-based algorithms that can solve such problems to optimality. These algorithms are called linearization-based because they rely on outer approximating linear programming relaxations constructed by taking linearizations of the nonlinear functions. On many classes of instances, such algorithms perform better than nonlinear-programming based branch-and-bound, which requires solving a nonlinear program at every node in the search tree. We find that these proposed algorithms are competitive with linearization-based algorithms that explicitly assume the functions g j (x) in the constraints are convex. Thus, these algorithms allow a wider range of problem classes to be solved without sacrificing computational performance.
Computations/Software In [1], we descibe FilMINT, a new solver for convex mixed integer nonlinear programs (MINLPs) that implements a linearization-based algorithm. The solver is based on an algorithm of Quesada and Grossmann that avoids the complete re-solution of a master mixed integer linear program (MILP) by adding new linearizations at open nodes of the branch-and-bound tree whenever an integer solution is found. We employ cutting planes, primal heuristics, and other well-known MILP enhancements for MINLPs, and we present detailed computational experiments that show the benefit of such advanced MILP techniques. We offer new suggestions for generating and managing linearizations that are shown to be efficient on a wide range of MINLPs. By carefully incorporating and tuning all these enhancements, an effective solver for convex MINLPs is constructed.
Application: Product Pooling The pooling problem consists of finding the optimal quantity of final products to obtain by blending different compositions of raw materials in pools. Bilinear terms are required to model the quality of products in the pools, making the pooling problem a non-convex continuous optimization problem. We studied an important generalization of the pooling problem where a fixed cost is imposed for using a raw material in apool. In [9] , we derived four classes of strong valid inequalities for the problem and demonstrate that the inequalities dominate classic flow cover inequalities. We showed how the inequalities could be separated in polynomial time, and we gave computational results to demonstrate their utility.
Application: Engineering Design Optimal design applications are often modeled by using categorical variables to express discrete design decisions, such as material types. A disadvantage of using categorical variables is the lack of continuous relaxations, which precludes the use of integer programming techniques.
In [2] , we show how to express categorical variables with standard integer variable modeling techniques, and we illustrate this approach on a load-bearing thermal insulation system. Our new model allows us to employ black-box modeling languages and solvers and illustrates the interplay between integer and nonlinear modeling techniques. We present numerical experience that illustrates the advantage of the standard integer model.
Surveys
Our work in the area of MINLP was partly notable for the number of survey articles that were invited or produced. In [6] , we wrote a survey of recent progress and software for solving convex Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programs (MINLP)s. We demonstrated that by exploiting analogies to well-known techniques for solving Mixed Integer Linear Programs and incorporating these techniques into software, significant improvements have been made in the ability to solve this class of problems. The paper [7] was a survey srticle that described modern advances in disjunctive cutting planes for solving MINLPs. The perspective reformulation was surveyed in [12] . In addition, this work provided a computational study comparing various algorithmic techniques for solving perspective reformulations. The comprehensive survey [4] reviewed models, applications, and algorithms for both convex and non-convex MINLP.
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Conclusions
This report described the progress made on solving optimization problems whose difficulty arises from both nonlinear and discrete elements. A complete list of publications is given in the bibliography scetion. Support from the Department of Energy under grant agreement DE-FG02-08ER25861 is gratefully acknowleged.
